The MacWilliams identity, which relates the weight distribution of a code to the weight distribution of its dual code, is useful in determining the weight distribution of codes. In this paper, we derive the MacWilliams identity for linear codes with the rank metric, and our identity has a different form than that by Delsarte. Using our MacWilliams identity, we also derive related identities for rank metric codes.
properties. The majority of previous works focus on rank distance properties, code construction, and efficient decoding of rank metric codes, and the seminal works in [4] , [9] , [10] have made significant contribution to these topics. Independently in [4] , [9] , [10] , a Singleton bound (up to some variations) on the minimum rank distance of codes was established, and a class of codes achieving the bound with equality was constructed. We refer to this class of codes as Gabidulin codes henceforth. In [4] , [10] , analytical expressions to compute the weight distribution of linear codes achieving the Singleton bound with equality were also derived. In [8] , it was shown that Gabidulin codes are optimal for correcting crisscross errors (referred to as lattice-pattern errors in [8] ). In [9] , it was shown that Gabidulin codes are also optimal in the sense of a Singleton bound in crisscross weight, a metric considered in [9] , [12] , [21] for crisscross errors. Decoding algorithms were introduced for Gabidulin codes in [9] , [10] , [22] , [23] .
In [4] , the counterpart of the MacWilliams identity, which relates the rank distance enumerator of a code to that of its dual code, was established using association schemes. However, Delsarte's work lacks an expression of the rank weight enumerator of the dual code as a functional transformation of the enumerator of the code. In [24] , [25] , Grant and Varanasi defined a different rank weight enumerator and established a functional transformation between the rank weight enumerator of a code and that of its dual code.
In this paper we show that, similar to the MacWilliams identity for the Hamming metric, the rank weight distribution of any linear code can be expressed as a functional transformation of that of its dual code. It is remarkable that our MacWilliams identity for the rank metric has a similar form to that for the Hamming metric. Similarly, an intermediate result of our proof is that the rank weight enumerator of the dual of any vector depends on only the rank weight of the vector and is related to the rank weight enumerator of a maximum rank distance (MRD) code. We also derive additional identities that relate moments of the rank weight distribution of a linear code to those of its dual code.
Our work in this paper differs from those in [4] , [24] , [25] in several aspects:
• In this paper, we consider a rank weight enumerator different from that in [24] , [25] , and solve the original problem of determining the functional transformation of rank weight enumerators between dual codes as defined by Delsarte.
• Our proof, based on character theory, does not require the use of association schemes as in [4] or combinatorial arguments as in [24] , [25] .
• In [4] , the MacWilliams identity is given between the rank distance enumerator sequences of two dual array codes using the generalized Krawtchouk polynomials. Our identity is equivalent to that in [4] for linear rank metric codes, although our identity is expressed using different parameters which are shown to be the generalized Krawtchouk polynomials as well. We also present this identity in the form of a functional transformation (cf. Theorem 1). In such a form, the MacWilliams identities for both the rank and the Hamming metrics are similar to each other.
• The functional transformation form allows us to derive further identities (cf. Section IV) between the rank weight distribution of linear dual codes. We would like to stress that the identities between the moments of the rank distribution proved in this paper are novel and were not considered in the aforementioned papers.
We remark that both the matrix form [4] , [9] and the vector form [10] for rank metric codes have been considered in the literature. Following [10] , in this paper the vector form over GF(q m ) is used for rank metric codes although their rank weight is defined by their corresponding codematrices over GF(q) [10] .
The vector form is chosen in this paper since our results and their derivations for rank metric codes can be readily related to their counterparts for Hamming metric codes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some necessary background. In Section III, we establish the MacWilliams identity for the rank metric. We finally study the moments of the rank distributions of linear codes in Section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Rank metric, MRD codes, and rank weight enumerator
Consider an n-dimensional vector x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) ∈ GF(q m ) n . The field GF(q m ) may be viewed as an m-dimensional vector space over GF(q). The rank weight of x, denoted as rk(x), is defined to be the maximum number of coordinates in x that are linearly independent over GF(q) [10] .
Note that all ranks are with respect to GF(q) unless otherwise specified in this paper. The coordinates of x thus span a linear subspace of GF(q m ), denoted as S(x), with dimension equal to rk(x). For all
to as the rank metric henceforth. The minimum rank distance of a code C, denoted as d R (C), is simply the minimum rank distance over all possible pairs of distinct codewords. When there is no ambiguity about C, we denote the minimum rank distance as d R .
Combining the bounds in [10] and [26] and generalizing slightly to account for nonlinear codes, we can show that the cardinality K of a code C over GF(q m ) with length n and minimum rank distance d R satisfies
In this paper, we call the bound in (1) the Singleton bound for codes with the rank metric, and refer to codes that attain the Singleton bound as maximum rank distance (MRD) codes. We refer to MRD codes over GF(q m ) with length n ≤ m and with length n > m as Class-I and Class-II MRD codes respectively. For any given parameter set n, m, and d R , explicit construction for linear or nonlinear MRD codes exists. For n ≤ m and d R ≤ n, generalized Gabidulin codes [16] constitute a subclass of linear Class-I MRD codes. For n > m and d R ≤ m, a Class-II MRD code can be constructed by transposing a generalized Gabidulin code of length m and minimum rank distance d R over GF(q n ), although this code is not necessarily linear over GF(q m ). When n = lm (l ≥ 2), linear Class-II MRD codes of length n and minimum distance d R can be constructed by a cartesian product
For all v ∈ GF(q m ) n with rank weight r, the rank weight function of v is defined as f R (v) = y r x n−r .
Let C be a code of length n over GF(q m ). Suppose there are A i codewords in C with rank weight i (0 ≤ i ≤ n), then the rank weight enumerator of C, denoted as W R C (x, y), is defined to be
B. Hadamard transform
Definition 1 ( [1] ): Let C be the field of complex numbers. Let a ∈ GF(q m ) and let {1, α 1 , . . . , α m−1 } be a basis set of GF(q m ). We thus have a = a 0 + a 1 α 1 + . . . + a m−1 α m−1 , where a i ∈ GF(q) for
Finally, let ζ ∈ C be a primitive q-th root of unity, χ(a)
Definition 2 (Hadamard transform [1] ): For a mapping f from GF(q m ) n to C, the Hadamard transform of f , denoted asf , is defined to bê
where u · v denotes the inner product of u and v.
C. Notations
In order to simplify notations, we shall occasionally denote the vector space GF(q m ) n as F . We denote the number of vectors of rank u (0 ≤ u ≤ min{m, n}) in GF(q m ) n as N u (q m , n). It can be shown that
, where α(m, 0) def = 1 and α(m, u)
term is often referred to as a Gaussian polynomial [27] , defined as
is the number of u-dimensional linear subspaces of GF(q) n . We also define β(m, 0) 
III. MACWILLIAMS IDENTITY FOR THE RANK METRIC
A. q-product, q-transform, and q-derivative
In order to express the MacWilliams identity in polynomial form as well as to derive other identities, we introduce several operations on homogeneous polynomials.
Let a(x, y; m) = 
We shall denote the q-product by * henceforth. For n ≥ 0 the n-th q-power of a(x, y; m) is defined We provide some examples to illustrate the concept. It is easy to verify that x * y = yx, y * x = qyx, yx * x = qyx 2 , and yx * (q m − 1)y = (q m − q)y 2 x. Note that x * y = y * x. It is easy to verify that the q-product is neither commutative nor distributive in general. However, it is commutative and distributive in some special cases as described below. 
Lemma 2:
Note that a l (x, y; m) is the rank weight enumerator of GF(q m ) l . The proof of Lemma 2, which goes by induction on l, is easy and hence omitted.
Definition 4 (q-transform):
We define the q-transform of a(x, y; m) = r i=0 a i (m)y i x r−i as the ho-
is defined as
The proof of Lemma 3, which goes by induction on ν, is easy and hence omitted.
Lemma 4 (Leibniz rule for the q-derivative):
For two homogeneous polynomials f (x, y) and g(x, y)
with degrees r and s respectively, the ν-th (ν ≥ 0) q-derivative of their q-product is given by
The proof of Lemma 4 is given in Appendix A.
The q −1 -derivative is similar to the q-derivative.
For any real number a, [f (y) + ag(y)] {1} = f {1} (y) + ag {1} (y) for y = 0. For ν ≥ 0, we shall denote the ν-th q −1 -derivative (with respect to y) of g(x, y) as g {ν} (x, y). The 0-th q −1 -derivative of g(x, y) is defined to be g(x, y) itself.
The proof of Lemma 5 is similar to that of Lemma 3 and is hence omitted. with degrees r and s respectively, the ν-th (ν ≥ 0) q −1 -derivative of their q-product is given by
The proof of Lemma 6 is given in Appendix B.
B. The dual of a vector
As an important step toward our main result, we derive the rank weight enumerator of v ⊥ , where v ∈ GF(q m ) n is an arbitrary vector and v def = {av : a ∈ GF(q m )}. Note that v can be viewed as an (n, 1) linear code over GF(q m ) with a generator matrix v. It is remarkable that the rank weight enumerator of v ⊥ depends on only the rank of v.
Berger [14] has determined that linear isometries for the rank distance are given by the scalar multiplication by a non-zero element of GF(q m ), and multiplication on the right by an nonsingular matrix B ∈ GF(q) n×n . We say that two codes C and C ′ are rank-equivalent if there exists a linear isometry f for the rank distance such that f (C) = C ′ .
C is an (r, r − 1, 2) MRD code and × denotes cartesian product.
Proof: We can express v as v =vB, wherev = (v 0 , . . . , v r−1 , 0 . . . , 0) has rank r, and B ∈ GF(q) n×n has full rank. Remark thatv is the parity-check of C×GF(q m ) n−r , where C = (v 0 , . . . , v r−1 )
⊥ is an (r, r − 1, 2) MRD code. It can be easily checked that u ∈ L if and only ifū
We hence derive the rank weight enumerator of an (r, r − 1, 2) MRD code. Note that the rank weight distribution of linear Class-I MRD codes has been derived in [4] , [10] . However, we shall not use the result in [4] , [10] , and instead derive the rank weight enumerator of an (r, r − 1, 2) MRD code directly.
The rank weight enumerator of L r = v ⊥ depends on only r and is given by
Proof: We first prove that the number of vectors with rank r in L r , denoted as A r,r , depends only on r and is given by
by induction on r (r ≥ 1). Eq. (13) clearly holds for r = 1. Suppose (13) holds for r =r − 1.
We consider all the vectors u = (u 0 , . . . , ur −1 ) ∈ Lr such that the firstr − 1 coordinates of u are linearly independent. Remark that ur
i=0 u i v i is completely determined by u 0 , . . . , ur −2 . Thus there are Nr −1 (q m ,r − 1) = α(m,r − 1) such vectors u. Among these vectors, we will enumerate the vectors t whose last coordinate is a linear combination of the firstr − 1 coordinates, i.e., t = (t 0 , . . . , tr −2 , r−2 i=0 a i t i ) ∈ Lr where a i ∈ GF(q) for 0 ≤ i ≤r − 2. Remark that t ∈ Lr if and only if (t 0 , . . . , tr −2 ) · (v 0 + a 0 vr −1 , . . . , vr −2 + ar −2 vr −1 ) = 0. It is easy to check that v(a) = (v 0 + a 0 vr −1 , . . . , vr −2 + ar −2 vr −1 ) has rankr − 1. Therefore, if a 0 , . . . , ar −2 are fixed, then there are Ar −1,r−1 such vectors t. Also, suppose r−2
Denote the number of vectors with rank p in L r as A r,p . We have A r,p = r p A p,p [10] , and hence
We comment that Proposition 1 in fact provides the rank weight distribution of any (r, r − 1, 2) MRD code.
Lemma 8: Let C 0 ⊆ GF(q m ) r be a linear code with rank weight enumerator W R C0 (x, y), and for s ≥ 0, let W R Cs (x, y) be the rank weight enumerator of C s
Proof: For s ≥ 0, denote W R Cs (x, y) = r+s u=0 B s,u y u x r+s−u . We will prove that 
. Combining Lemma 7, Proposition 1, and Lemma 8, the rank weight enumerator of v ⊥ can be determined at last.
Proposition 2:
For v ∈ GF(q m ) n with rank r ≥ 0, the rank weight enumerator of L = v ⊥ depends on only r, and is given by 
C. MacWilliams identity for the rank metric
Using the results in Section III-B, we now derive the MacWilliams identity for rank metric codes.
Let C be an (n, k) linear code over GF(q m ), and let W R C (x, y) = n i=0 A i y i x n−i be its rank weight enumerator and W R C ⊥ (x, y) = n j=0 B j y j x n−j be the rank weight enumerator of its dual code C ⊥ . Theorem 1: For any (n, k) linear code C and its dual code C ⊥ over GF(q m ),
Proof: We have rk(λu) = rk(u) for all λ ∈ GF(q m ) * and all u ∈ GF(q m ) n . We want to determinê
By Definition 2, we can split the summation in (2) into two parts:
where L = v ⊥ . If u ∈ L, then χ(u·v) = 1 by Definition 1, and the first summation is equal to W R L (x, y). For the second summation, we divide vectors into groups of the form {λu 1 }, where λ ∈ GF(q m ) * and
Hence the second summation is equal to −
[n−r] , where r = rk(v).
By [1, Chapter 5, Lemma 11], any mapping f from F to C satisfies v∈C ⊥ f (v) = 1 |C| v∈Cf (v). Applying this result to f R (v) and using Definition 4, we obtain (17) and (18) .
Also, B j 's can be explicitly expressed in terms of A i 's.
Corollary 1:
We have
where
Proof: Note that although the analytical expression in (19) is similar to that in [4, (3.14)], P j (i; m, n) in (20) are different from P j (i) in [4, (A10)] and their alternative forms in [29] . We can show that Proposition 3: P j (x; m, n) in (20) are the generalized Krawtchouk polynomials.
The proof is given in Appendix C. Proposition 3 shows that P j (x; m, n) in (20) Also, it was pointed out in [29] that
Pj(x;m,n) Pj(0;m,n) is actually a basic hypergeometric function.
IV. MOMENTS OF THE RANK DISTRIBUTION
A. Binomial moments of the rank distribution
In this section, we investigate the relationship between moments of the rank distribution of a linear code and those of its dual code. Our results parallel those in [1, p. 131].
Proposition 4:
Proof: First, applying Theorem 1 to C ⊥ , we obtain
B j b j (x, y; m) * a n−j (x, y; m).
Next, we apply the q-derivative with respect to x to (22) ν times. By Lemma 3 the left hand side (LHS) becomes n−ν i=0 β(n − i, ν)A i y i x n−i−ν , while the RHS reduces to q m(k−n) n j=0 B j ψ j (x, y) by Lemma 4, where
n−j (x, y; m).
n−j (x, y; m) = β(n − j, ν − l)a n−j−ν+l (x, y; m). It can be verified that for any homogeneous polynomial b(x, y; m) and for any s ≥ 0, (b * a s )(1, 1; m) = q ms b(1, 1; m). Also, for x = y = 1, b (l) j (1, 1; m) = β(j, j)δ j,l . We hence have ψ j (1, 1) = 0 for j > ν, and ψ j (1, 1) = ν j β(j, j)β(n − j, ν − j)q m(n−ν) for j ≤ ν. Since β(n − j, ν − j) = n−j ν−j β(ν − j, ν − j) and β(ν, ν) = ν j β(j, j)β(ν − j, ν − j), ψ j (1, 1) = n−j ν−j β(ν, ν)q m(n−ν) . Applying x = y = 1 to the LHS and rearranging both sides using β(n − i, ν) = n−i ν β(ν, ν), we obtain (21). Proposition 4 can be simplified if ν is less than the minimum distance of the dual code.
Proof: We have B 0 = 1 and B 1 = . . . = B ν = 0.
Using the q −1 -derivative, we obtain another identity.
The proof of Proposition 5 is similar to that of Proposition 4, and is given in Appendix D. Following [1] , we refer to the LHS of Eqs. (21) and (24) as binomial moments of the rank distribution of C.
Similarly, when either ν is less than the minimum distance d ′ R of the dual code, or ν is greater than the diameter (maximum distance between any two codewords) δ ′ R of the dual code, Proposition 5 can be simplified.
Proof: Apply Proposition 5 to C, and use B 1 = . . . = B ν = 0 to prove (25) . Apply Proposition 5
to C ⊥ , and use B ν = . . . = B n = 0 to prove (26) .
B. Pless identities for the rank distribution
In this section, we consider the analogues of the Pless identities [1] , [2] , in terms of Stirling numbers.
The q-Stirling numbers of the second kind S q (ν, l) are defined [30] to be
and they satisfy m 1
The following proposition can be viewed as a q-analogue of the Pless identity with respect to x [2,
Proof: We have
where (30) follows (28) and (31) is due to Proposition 4.
Proposition 6 can be simplified when ν is less than the minimum distance of the dual code.
Proof: Since B 0 = 1 and B 1 = · · · = B ν = 0, (29) directly leads to (32). Since the right hand side of (32) is transparent to the code, without loss of generality we choose C = GF(q m ) n and (33) follows naturally.
Unfortunately, a q-analogue of the Pless identity with respect to y [2, P 1 ] cannot be obtained due to the presence of the q ν(n−i) term in the LHS of (24) . Instead, we derive its q −1 -analogue. We denote p def = q −1 and define the functions α p (m, u),
, β p (m, u) similarly to the functions introduced in Section II-C, only replacing q by p. It is easy to relate these q −1 -functions to their counterparts: α(m, u) =
, and β(m, u) = p −u(m−u)−σu β p (m, u).
The proof of Proposition 7 is given in Appendix E.
Proof: By B 1 = . . . = B ν = 0.
C. Further results on the rank distribution
For nonnegative integers λ, µ, and ν, and a linear code C with rank weight distribution {A i } we define
whose properties are studied below. We refer to
as the ν-th q-moment of the rank distribution of C. We remark that for any code C, the 0-th order q-moment of its rank distribution is equal to 1. We first relate T λ,1,ν (C) and T 1,µ,ν (C) to T 0,0,ν (C).
Lemma 9:
For nonnegative integers λ, µ, and ν we have
The proof of Lemma 9 is given in Appendix F. We now consider the case where ν is less than the minimum distance of the dual code.
The proof of Proposition 8 is given in Appendix G. Proposition 8 hence shows that the ν-th q-moment of the rank distribution of a code is transparent to the code when ν < d ′ R . As a corollary, we show that T λ,1,ν (C) and T 1,µ,ν (C) are also transparent to the code when
Proof: By Lemma 9 and Proposition 8, T λ,1,ν (C) and T 1,µ,ν (C) are transparent to the code. Thus, without loss of generality we assume C = GF(q m ) n and (43) and (44) follow.
D. Rank weight distribution of MRD codes
The rank weight distribution of linear Class-I MRD codes was given in [4] , [10] . Based on our results in Section IV-A, we provide an alternative derivation of the rank distribution of linear Class-I MRD codes, which can also be used to determine the rank weight distribution of Class-II MRD codes.
Proposition 9 (Rank distribution of linear Class-I MRD codes):
Let C be an (n, k, d R ) linear Class-I MRD code over GF(q m ) (n ≤ m), and let W R C (x, y) = n i=0 A i y i x n−i be its rank weight enumerator. We then have A 0 = 1 and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − d R ,
Proof: It can be shown that for two sequences of real numbers {a j } l j=0 and {b i } l i=0 such that
We remark that the above rank distribution is consistent with that derived in [4] , [10] . Since Class-II MRD codes can be constructed by transposing linear Class-I MRD codes and the transposition operation preserves the rank weight, the weight distributions Class-II MRD codes can be obtained accordingly.
APPENDIX
The proofs in this section use some well-known properties of Gaussian polynomials [27] :
A. Proof of Lemma 4
We consider homogeneous polynomials f (x, y; m) = 
If
Proof: Suppose u r = 0, then
We now give a proof of Lemma 4.
Proof: In order to simplify notations, we omit the dependence of the polynomials f and g on the parameter m. The proof goes by induction on ν. For ν = 0, the result is trivial. For ν = 1, we have
where (52) follows Lemma 10. Now suppose (8) is true for ν =ν. In order to further simplify notations, we omit the dependence of the various polynomials in x and y. We have
where (54) follows (53), and (55) follows (46).
B. Proof of Lemma 6
We now give a proof of Lemma 6.
Proof:
The proof goes by induction on ν, and is similar to that of Lemma 4. For ν = 0, the result is trivial. For ν = 1 we can easily show, by using Lemma 11, that
It is thus easy to verify the claim by induction on ν.
C. Proof of Proposition 3
It was shown in [29] that the generalized Krawtchouk polynomials are the only solutions to the recurrence
with initial conditions P j (0; m, n) = n j α(m, j). Clearly, our polynomials satisfy these initial conditions. We hence show that P j (i; m, n) satisfy the recurrence in (59). We have
where (60) follows (47). Let us denote the four summations in the right hand side of (61) as A, B, C, and D respectively. We have A = q j+1 P j+1 (i; m, n), and
where (63) follows (48) and (64) follows both (48) and (49). Combining (62), (63), and (64), we obtain
D. Proof of Proposition 5
Before proving Proposition 5, we need two technical lemmas.
Lemma 12: For all m, ν, and l, we have
Proof: The proof goes by induction on j. The claim trivially holds for j = 0. Let us suppose it holds for j =j. We have
where (66) follows (47).
Lemma 13: For all n, ν, and j, we have
Proof: The proof goes by induction on j. The claim trivially holds for j = 0. Let us suppose it holds for j =j. We have θ(n, ν,j + 1) =j
where (68) follows (46). Let us denote the first and second summations in the right hand side of (69) as A and B, respectively. We have
and
Combining (68), (70), and (71), we obtain θ(n, ν,j + 1) = (−1)j q σj (q ν − qj) n − 1 −j n − 1 − ν − qj +n−ν n − 1 −j n − ν = (−1)j +1 q σj +1
n − 1 −j n − ν −(q ν−j − 1) q n−ν − 1 q ν−j − 1 + q n−ν (72)
where (72) follows (49).
We now give a proof of Proposition 5.
Proof:
We apply the q −1 -derivative with respect to y to ( 
The RHS becomes q m(k−n) n j=0 B j ψ j (1, 1) , where 
where (77) = β(ν, ν)q m(n−ν)+ν(1−n)+σν α(m − j, ν − j)q j(ν−j) (−1) j q σj n − j n − ν ,
where (78) follows Lemma 13. Incorporating this expression for ψ j (1, 1) in the definition of the RHS and rearranging both sides, we obtain the result.
E. Proof of Proposition 7
Proof: Eq. (24) can be expressed in terms of the α p (m, u) and where (80) and (81) follow (28) and (79) respectively.
F. Proof of Lemma 9
Proof: We first prove (38): 
we obtain 
G. Proof of Proposition 8
Proof: From [27, (3.3.6)], we obtain
